FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sol-Ark Goes Mainstream with Sungage Financial
DALLAS – Sol-Ark hybrid inverter systems are now listed on the growing and popular Sungage solar
financing approved vendor list. In response to multiple requests from national installers, Sungage and
Sol-Ark have established the partnership to further the mission of delivering affordable solar plus
storage solutions to homeowners. “We are excited to be a part of a select group of brands working with
Sungage. Sungage has quickly proven itself as a leader in providing quick, easy solar financing to
homeowners,” according to Bhawna Oberoi, CEO of Sol-Ark. “Customers nationwide will benefit by
getting battery-based solar with affordable payments, and solar installers around the country already
partnered with Sungage will now be able to offer the most efficient and affordable battery-ready
solution on the market to their customers for zero down.”
Necessity is the mother of invention. Sungage was founded in 2011 by Sara Ross, an entrepreneur who
was searching for a way to finance her own solar energy system. The company has experienced rapid
growth and featured in well-known business media publications such as GreenTech Media and
Bloomberg.
Similarly, Sol-Ark was founded in 2013 by veterans and defense engineers searching for an affordable
On/Off/Hybrid Grid solution for solar. Experiencing 200% growth year on year, the company has
become a cost and full-featured disruptor in the on/off-grid space. Sol-Ark hybrid inverter systems are
third party tested to be the most efficient and powerful on the market. 20 kW peak power surge can
power a three(3) ton A/C unit off-grid. Turnkey all-in-one box, installers simply plug and play without
the need for extra components. Their no-glitch transfer technology is the fastest in the business at just
4 milliseconds, meaning homeowners and businesses will not experience blinking clocks or computer
reboots when the grid goes down and their backup kicks in. To put that into perspective, competitors
SolarEdge and Tesla are 500x slower, at 2000 milliseconds.
You can learn more about Sol-Ark on their website: www.sol-ark.com
Information on Sungage Financial can be found at: www.sungagefinancial.com

